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Organisation details
Organisation name

Darwin Bushwalking Club Inc

Contact person

Mara Dobrini (President)

Contact person role in
organisation

Mara Dobrini (President)

Phone Number

0438842138

Type of organisation

Bushwalking club-organise bushwalks in Litchfield,
Kakadu and more.

Australian Business
Number (ABN)

N/A

Email Address

maradobrini@hotmail.com

Street address

PO Box 41568

Suburb

Casuarina, NT

Postcode

0811

Movement
Have you established
separate entry and exit
points, including
handwashing and
sanitising stations?

Yes

Can you provide separate Yes
areas for assembly, warm
up, and cool down
activities?
Have you adjusted activity Yes
timings to allow
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participants or teams to
arrive and depart
separately?
List the measures you will Walks will be limited to smaller numbers-about 12 max
use to ensure physical
Walkers will walk with 1.5 m between them At start of
distancing of people
walk/rest stops/camp sites walkers will ensure the 1.5m
rule Car pooling will involve a small number of
passengers in cars-depending on the size of the car/4WD
Equipment
Are participants
Yes
encouraged to bring their
own water bottles and
not rely on the facilities
provided by your
organisation?
Have you established
protocols for sanitising
shared equipment?

This is not relevant

Have you established
protocols for laundering
bibs or other shared
uniform items?

This is not relevant

Can participants, officials, Yes
parents and carers
sanitise and wash their
hands regularly?
Do you have protocols in This is not relevant
place for sports medicine
staff?
Have you increased
This is not relevant
regular cleaning
schedules of common use
areas (for example
sanitising tables, chairs)?
List the measures you will Each walker is responsible for sanitising their hands. Each
use to ensure hygienic
walker will have their own water bottles, cooking
equipment use
equipment and tents. There will be no sharing.
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Activities
Are changes required to
participant behaviour
during activities (for
example no shaking
hands, high fives, team
huddles)?

Yes

Have training/playing
conditions or activity
rules been modified to
support physical
distancing?

Yes

Have training/playing
Yes
conditions or activities
been modified to support
participants with a
disability?
List any measures and
other considerations
being made to manage
participation and game
operation.

Car pooling will be limited social distancing will be
adhered to Limited sharing of resources

Communication
Do you have protocols to Yes
advise participants,
officials and parents or
carers to not attend if
they are feeling unwell?
Do you have strategies to Yes
address non-compliance?
Do you have protocols for Yes
notifying health
authorities of issues or
suspected COVID-19
cases?
Social media?

Yes
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Newsletters or emails?

Yes

Signage at venues and
facilities?

Yes

List the measures you will website FACEBOOK emails phone messaging verbal
use to communicate and
provide guidance to
participants and clubs.
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